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When Ryan and Tessa Monroe perish in their homeâ€™s blazing inferno their three sons, long

estranged from each other, return to Tucson for the funeral. Differences continue to divide them until

two spent bullets, revealed in the hand of the undertaker, brings them to the shocking realization

that their parents were murdered and the fire set to cover it.While the brothers search for who would

murder two beloved, elderly store owners, a long-buried history emerges painting a picture of a past

they never knew existed; a past that boils down to one man and his obsession for revenge.During

their hunt for the murderer, the brothers come to realize that blood is thicker than the petty

differences that have divided their past as the quest for the justice owed their parents rebuilds the

bonds between them.
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A Western! A Murder Mystery! Old family secrets!! All rolled up into one well told story! I LOVE old

western movies & crime stories, so I had to give this book a try!! Three estranged brothers have

gather together for the funeral of their parents, who died in a house fire. On the day of the funeral,

the coroner tells the brothers something that he didn't even tell the Sheriff! The parents were shot



execution style!! (Not that the sheriff would have listened anyway..he didn't get along too well with &

he had a very strong hatred towards the victims youngest son)!!So, despite their own animosity

towards each other..the brothers decide that it's up to them to find who murdered their parents and

to seek the "Justice Owed" to their parents!I couldn't put this one down because not only did the

words seem to flow easily .. I wanted justice for the parents too!!

In 1881 Tucson, Arizona Ryan & Tess Monroe have perished in a house fire. It's no secret that the

local Marshal & Ryan did not get along & a lot of the animosity was over Cordell, the Monroe's

youngest son. He is considered wild & often stepping on the line between law abiding & lawless.

Their son, Adam is a local & lives with his wife Laura on his father-in-law's ranch. Third son, Fallon

is a lawyer in Austin Texas.Their father had a ranch near El Paso but sold out & moved the family to

Tucson where he & Tess had run a mercantile for the past ten years.After the funeral the undertaker

approaches the brothers & tells them that their parents were murdered with a gunshot to the head,

not died in the fire.As the three brothers compare notes they are surprised to realize how very little

they actually knew about their parents. Could something in the past be the basis of their parents

murder? After a meeting with their uncle they glean a few more clues & they are determined to find

out who wanted their parents dead & why. They will stop at nothing to avenge this

injustice.Indisputable facts will lead them into a past they never dreamed & uncover things about

themselves & each other that will forge a bond between the brothers that will have you cheering for

each of them.By the time I got done chasin' that Cain feller with these three boys I was plumb

tuckered out & believe me, that's how you'll feel after you go on the hunt with Cordell, Fallon &

Adam.The characters, especially the three brothers, leave an impression on you that is

unforgettable. I loved them all, especially Cordell.Excellent & Outstanding book I would gladly give

more stars if it were possible. It's very cleanly written, almost impossible to put down & caused me

two late nights of reading which I happily gave up. I highly recommend this really great book.

I would like to recommend this book to anyone who wants to read a very interesting and exciting

book where the action never stops. I am finding these books to be very difficult to put down. I will be

looking forward to reading the next book from this author.

I believe most of us wish for the courage and the ability to seek justice personally. Life in the old

west was hard in many ways but calls to our spirits.Mr. Fisher lets us answer that call for a while.



A bullet. Owed. And. A bullet. Paid. Was. A. Great. Story. I've. Driven. From. Electric Passover. To

Pecos. And. I. Sure. Wouldn't. Want. To. Ride. A horse. Through that country. Thanks. For. The.

Trip. I enjoyed. The desert
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